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Abstract. In this paper a creative action planning algorithm (CAPA) is pre-
sented for solving multiagent planning problems and task allocation. The dis-
tributed multiagent system taken in consideration is a system of m autonom-
ous agents. Agents workspace contains simplified blocks which form different 
space structures. By employing the planning algorithm and through interaction 
agents allocate tasks which they execute in order to assemble the required 
space structure.  The planning algorithm is based on an inductive engine. 
From a given set of objects which can differ from the initial set agents need to 
reach a solution in the anticipated search space. A multiagent framework for 
autonomous planning is developed and implemented on an actual robotic sys-
tem consisting of three 6 DOF industrial robots.  
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1   Introduction  

Substantial research and development is conducted to multiagent robotics; particu-
larly in the fields such as service, humanoid or mobile robotics, but industrial robot-
ics is still based on traditional postulates. Real flexibility and adaptivity to changes 
are shortcomings in today’s industrial assembly and handling robotic applications 
and are issues that need to be addressed. Distributed multiagent robotics is a system 
based on human behavior patterns. When complex tasks arise humans are much 
more efficient when working in groups: they exhibit more axis of freedom, more 
data can be handled and they delegate particular tasks to individual agents. 

Research concentrated around humanoid robotics ([1]-[2]) is developing rapidly. 
Dual arm configuration highly sophisticated perceptive mechanisms, human like 
motions enable robots to recreate human motion and work patterns. Major drawback 
of those kinematical structures is very low repeatability and precision primarily 
needed in industrial systems. For assembly and handling tasks which usually have 
high precision and repeatability demands industrial robots are necessary. Nowadays 
the most flexible industrial robots have 6 or 7 [3] degrees of freedom (DOF) without 
the end effector (gripper) which usually has 1 additional DOF. One human arm 
(with the hand) has 27 DOF [4]. The flexibility of a robotic arm is quite limited in 
comparison to a human operator. Implementing two or more robots with own con-
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trollers that communicate each with other, a certain multiagent concept can be 
achieved. The whole system will be orchestrated and will be able to perform more 
demanding operations. Each controller running its own actuator unit should be an 
agent with defined level of autonomy. In such systems the multiagent control ap-
pears as the main issue. 

In this paper a creative action planning algorithm (CAPA) for application in multi 
agent robotic systems is presented. One of the main goals is constructing a universal 
planning framework which can be implemented on various types of industrial robots 
and tasks.  

Related works [5], [6] incorporating multiagent planning on similar tasks are vir-
tual applications and cannot be easily implemented on real industrial systems. The 
approaches are primarily intended for autonomous planning done by multiple agents 
who cannot collide, are of infinite small dimension and share the same computation-
al time domain. The developed CAPA and the distributed multiagent system (MAS) 
operate in a real world environment bounded by rules and limitations. The approach 
discussed in this paper is intended to show that some assembly and handling tasks 
can be done in close collaboration among agents to gain flexibility and increase 
overall system productivity. 

2   Contribution to Sustainability  

Robotics and in particular industrial robotics have always been a part of a central 
planning system. Agents (robots, machines) controlled by own computers are some-
how subordinated to a central system controller [7]. Therefore they exhibit very low 
level of autonomy and in most cases do pre-programmed actions not being able to 
cope with uncertainties in the system and the environment. Uncertainties may vary 
from production quantities to failures of equipment or other agents, etc.  

It is suggested that some handling and assembly industry tasks can be accom-
plished by interaction between agents (primarily industrial robots) in the system. 
Accordingly some level of autonomy must be introduced.  

Production in recent years has switched from high quantity standardized products 
to lower quantities of customized products so demands from assembly systems have 
grown. Traditional approach with a centralized architecture and strict delegation of 
tasks needs to be replaced. Introducing a multiagent configuration and autonomous 
planning approach could be proven as a valuable addition. For an assembly system it 
implies that agents (robots and machines) before assembling need to generate a plan 
that best suits the current state and requirements of the system. After deriving con-
sensus agents begin assembling the structure (product) constantly communicating 
and exchanging relevant information and data. In industrial assembly systems this is 
a novice approach and it has numerous benefits when implemented: it leads to in-
creased flexibility and adaptivity to unexpected changes and uncertainties in the 
system, i.e. responsiveness [8]. The system becomes insensitive to number of agents 
(robots) and new assembly tasks can be resolved with less effort. Clearly, this ap-
proach is not suited for all products but it can be implemented on a variety of indus-
trial examples. Development of such an industrial system scheme is beyond the 
scope of this paper and will be considered for further research. In this work an initial 
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version of the planning framework is presented. The framework is implemented on 
an actual system consisting of three 6 DOF robots.  

3   The Multiagent System 

3.1   System Formulation 

The multiagent system consists of m autonomous agents al (l = 1...m). Their work-
space contains simplified blocks with respect to a global Cartesian coordinate sys-
tem K. Agents workspace W(ai, bj,k) contains blocks which form different space 
structures, where bj,k represents jth block of kth type. Each block has certain proper-
ties which agents perceive from their workspace: size (type) of a building block T 

(bj,k) = {1, 2, 3…} and Cartesian position and orientation in workspace: P (bj,k) = 
{x, y, r}. All blocks have the same width and height (single unit) but their length can 
vary and can be one, two, three, etc. unit lengths. That results with flexibility so 
building blocks can be supplemented with each other i.e. block with two unit lengths 
can be replaced with two blocks of single unit length and vice versa. Each agent is 
defined as an autonomous, self-aware entity with limited knowledge of the global 
workspace [9] and with some cognition of other agents. It has a separate processing 
unit, actuators, vision system for acquiring information from its environment, force 
and torque sensors for haptic feedback and other interfaces. A space function F (al) 

is defined to determine the consumed space by an agent al, F=(x1, y1, x2, y2, r, t) in 
time t.  The first pair of Cartesian coordinates depicts the first vertex of a rectangle 
which bounds the agent and the second pair depicts the second vertex respectively. 
Rotation angle r is defined with respect to the origin point of the coordinate system 
K.  

The MAS is insensitive to dynamic changes in number of agents. Impact is lower 
system flexibility and longer times for achieving final goals when agents are ex-
cluded from the system.  

 

Fig. 1. Agent workspace and task allocation scheme 
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3.2   Structures and Decision Making 

Agents’ tasks are recreating structures which are defined as a final form put together 
from various objects with defined relationships. A structure is determined by interre-
lations and arrangement of objects bj,k into a complex entity. Structure S = {Ribj,k} is 
a set of relations Ri (i = 1…m-1) between objects (bj,k, j = 1…n, k = 1…u).  

The MAS has properties of a market organization type [10], [11] where agents 
bid [12] for given resources (blocks) in their workspace (Fig. 1). Time schedules 
need to be negotiated when areas of interest in the global workspace are not occu-
pied.  

Global goal G is the required structure that must be assembled from available 
elements following the given set S. An example of a structure is illustrated in Fig. 2 
a). After observing a structure and finding relations agents are given an arbitrary set 
of work pieces (blocks) as depicted in Fig. 2. (b). Using those elements a plan of 
actions is generated for assembling the initial structure. Possible solutions are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. (c1) - (c3). A set of rules and propositions for agent behavior is giv-
en in a cognition base (CB): 

• Mathematical rules for structure sets 
• Agents capabilities 
• Grasping rules and limitations 
• Object properties 
• Agent workspace 
• Vision system patterns database 
• Force and torque sensor threshold values  

If a simple structure with limited number of building blocks is presented to the 
agents (Fig. 2 a) there might be only one or few feasible solutions (sequence of 
steps). If more complex structures are presented (as shown in Fig. 4. a) a variety of 
feasible solutions might be possible.  

  

Fig. 2. Simple task for the multiagent system 

 

Top down disassembling or bottom up assembling the structure can define a se-
quence of steps for the MAS. The CAPA utilizes a bottom up principle where from a 
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provided set of objects {b1…bp,r}, which can differ from the initial set {b1…bn,q} 
agents need to reach a solution in the given search space. Depending on the CB 
information agents can make decisions whether the desirable objectives can be per-
formed in accordance to proposed restrictions and limitations. Implementing an 
iterative algorithm a solution can be found as shown in Fig. 3. Branches represent 
solution sets and each branch leads to one solution. If finding a solution in one solu-
tion set isn’t possible, the system takes one step back and explores other options 
until it finds a valid one. 

 

Fig. 3. Possible solution sets (sequence of steps) for a represented structure 

Each agent attains a unified set of sub goals gt which fulfill the global goal G. Ex-
ecution of sub goals (tasks) can be done synchronous or asynchronous giving the 
space functions F of the agents. A resource function C is defined as a measure of 
resource and time consumption. C (al, bj,k, e) is a function of agents’ al position, 
specifications of a building block bj,k (size and position in global workspace) and the 
position e where that block is planned to be moved.  

3.3   Operators 

By utilizing operators agents construct a sequence of actions for accomplishing each 
sub goal. By consecutively achieving all sub goals the global goal G is fulfilled and 
the agents await further tasks. The basic operators are: 

• Pick (bi ,grk) – agent picks up a block bi with a grasping method grk  
• Move (p1,…,pr, t1,…,tr) – agent moves in the global workspace from point p1 to 

point pr through r-2 interpolation points with motion specification tr defined for 
each point. 

• Place (bj,k) - agent places a block bj,k  
• Vision – vision operator is used for identifying objects and their coordinates in c 
• Push (f, d, s) – agent uses force/torque sensor for auxiliary action of pushing an 

object with force/torque threshold t in vector direction d for s units  
• Force – used for positioning correction  

The vision operator utilizes the cognition base and solves problems of identifying 
work objects and associated data. Therefore vision processes have to be very stable 
and work in constantly changing light and scenery conditions [13]. A fix to this 
problem is to utilize algorithms that can change the exposition of the image acquisi-
tion process. This can be done through a way of search patterns. Few images are 
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taken at different camera settings and the one where familiar objects are recognized 
is used as reference. The downside is increase of image acquisition and processing 
time. If light and scenery conditions can vary this is a necessity due to the high level 
sensitivity of precision vision applications.  

Furthermore if there is a need for even higher precision beyond capabilities of vi-
sion systems agents can use very sensitive force sensors. This method improves 
accuracy and corrects the pick&place positions. To determine which method to 
apply agents rely on vision identification of objects. Once the object is identified 
agents can decide which method of force correction to apply. In example they can 
successfully insert a shaft or a square object into adequate holes if their original 
position was slightly off the required one. Furthermore the force sensor allows an 
agent to correct larger errors. A controlled search pattern is used with a very low 
force not to damage the objects. Finding the adequate insertion position completes 
the process. 

3.4   Global system approach 

The starting point of every assembling process is perception of the agent’s environ-
ment. Each agent uses vision systems to acquire information from a portion of the 
global workspace and forwards it to the planning agent. From the global information 
set the planning agent extracts relations between objects forming the initial structure. 
The same principle is applied for the random set of work objects. Regarding the 
initial structure and available elements the planning agent decomposes the global 
goal into tasks which can be performed by an individual agent. Task priorities are 
also taken into consideration where some tasks are conditioned to be executed be-
fore others. After this initial process each agent bids for a task. Through comparing 
resource functions agents submit the task to the optimal candidate. Idle agents repeat 
this process and acquire free tasks. When processing a task an agent sends data re-
garding the consumed space through the F function for collision avoidance. After all 
task are allocated and executed agents inspect the reassembled structure. 

4   Implementation 

The CAPA has been tested to provide solutions for a structure such as the one 
shown in Fig. 4. When multiple solutions are possible the MAS executes the one 
where ∑C in the entire solution set is minimal. Currently only two dimensional 
structures (R3) are being solved but their solutions due to use of real world objects 
has to be three dimensional (R4). The planning algorithm was tested on a virtual 
model of the multiagent robotic system (Fig. 5. a). This was done for safety reasons 
(primarily collision) and the ability to test and debug the algorithm in parallel on 
multiple computers. After satisfactory computational results the algorithm and the 
entire framework have been implemented on an actual robotic system – Fig. 5. (b).  

The first problem which emerged was sharing of agent workspace. In order to 
work on the same task, assembling the same structure, spatial relations need to be 
taken into consideration. Agents were calibrated using calibration tools and visual 
applications. 
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Fig. 4. a) Initial space structure      b) Randomly scattered building blocks     c), d) Space 
structures assembled by the agents 

This creates relations with respect to agent positions (three translations) and rota-
tions (three angular displacements); introducing a common global workspace (K). A 
problem that resulted from the decentralized multiagent architecture was sharing and 
synchronizing agent time domains. This didn’t introduce an issue while tests were 
conducted on a computer where all agents used the same CPU clock. Adjustments 
have been done using handshaking with digital signals and through TCP/IP commu-
nication which allowed coordinated task execution.  

 

Fig. 5. (a) virtual representation of the multiagent robotics system   (b) real agents 

Collision detection was an issue that needed to be addressed. Currently there are no 
algorithms to solve real time agent collision or they exist but with limitations. Colli-
sion between two agents with kinematic chains of 3 DOF can be solved in a definite 
period of time [14]. For the reason of limited computational power and the collision 
detection not being the centre of this research the function (F) described in chapter 3 
was used.  

 

Fig. 6. Planning of 3D structures, following research direction 
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5   Conclusion and Further Research 

The approach presented in this paper ensures higher system robustness regarding 
decentralized task execution. In future applications agents would decide how to best 
solve a new problem – which agent has the most adequate tools and how can the rest 
of them assist etc. Making agents mobile and giving them the ability to exchange 
tool heads introduces even a greater level of flexibility to the system. This results in 
more cost optimized solutions. Further generalization will be introduced where 
agents will be able to autonomously distinguish and solve entirely new problems as 
illustrated in Fig. 6. First step is implementation of reassembling 3D structures. For 
that purpose the CB will need to comprise rules regarding “laws of gravity” and etc. 
Further research will be concentrated on introduction of new objects to the MAS. 
Taking into consideration the CB (known similar objects) agents will be able to find 
or construct grasping methods weather they can do it individually or assisted by 
other agents.  
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